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bstract
Ab
Su
urveys were useed to examine mathematics
m
teacchers (15) on theeir ability to sollve similarity prroblems and on their likely
im
mplementation of
o lesson objecctives for teach
hing similarity. All correctly solved
s
a similaarity problem requiring
r
a
traaditional static perspective, bu
ut 7 out of 15 faiiled to correctly
y solve a probleem that required
d a more transfformational
peerspective. A seet of 10 lesson objectives
o
on sim
milarity were co
omposed using Geometry textb
books, using the Common
Co
ore State Standaards (CCSS), (N
NGA Center and
d CCSSO 2011),, and using som
me generated by
y the authors. When
W
asked
to select from thee list of objectiv
ves the ones theey would most likely implemeent, teachers fav
vored traditiona
al textbook
bjectives that might be presenteed using a statiic perspective, rather
r
than simiilarity transform
mations, manipu
ulatives, or
ob
tecchnology that might
m
support a more transfo
ormational persspective. In factt, these were am
mong the objecctives most
lik
kely not includeed in their lesson
n plans.
eywords: conteent knowledge, similarity,
s
transsformations
Ke

Introduc
ction
Euclideaan geometry normally pllaces congrueence before similarity
s
so there may b
be a tendency
y to think
of similaarity as a lesss important extension of congruencee (Usiskin, Peressini,
P
Maarchisotto, & Stanley,
2003), but being ablle to apply concepts
c
of similarity is a critical asspect of mid
ddle and hig
gh school
mathem
matics.There have
h
been su
uggestions that
t
similaritty needs to be presented
d even earlier in the
curriculu
um. For exam
mple, Hassan
n (2015) argu
ues that simiilarity should
d be learned
d before slopee, so that
one can derive the slope
s
formulla from simillar triangles,, and therefo
ore demonstrrate a higherr level of
mathem
matical thinking to a conccept that is usually
u
taugh
ht procedurally. Despite iits importan
nce, it has
long beeen known an
nd documen
nted that students strugg
gle with simiilarity conceepts (Cox et al., 2007;
Kaput & West, 1994)),especially transformatio
ons (Chazan,, D., 1988;Seaago, et al.,20113).
Seago, et
e al. (2013)proposes th
hat similarity
y can be con
nceptualized
d with a staatic perspecttive or a
transform
mational perrspective, an
nd hypothesiizes that stud
dents who reely on a stricctly static perrspective
perform
m poorly on similarity
s
tasks. Furthermore, those who possesss a transform
mational perrspective
can bettter navigate similarity taasks such ass setting up a proportio
on, including
g determinin
ng which
sides an
nd angles are correspondiing and what is being sca
aled.
Implemeentation of a transforrmational approach
a
to
o teaching congruencee and similarity is
recomm
mended by bo
oth the Princciples and Standards forr School Matthematics (N
NCTM, 2000)) and the
Common Core Statee Standards (CCSS),(NGA
(
A Center and
d CCSSO 20011).However, Seago, et al.
a (2013)
argue th
hat engaging
g teachers in
n a transform
mational app
proach to sim
milarity is aan urgent bu
ut largely
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unmet need. This need evidenced itself with some of the middle school teachers in their project who
seemed unprepared to implement such anapproach. Even with the recommendations from standards
documents, more light needs to be shed on the degree to which teachers are positioned to make
instructional decisions that benefit student understanding of similarity.
Both the importance of similarity concepts and student difficulties with them havebeen confirmed,
and it is conjectured that including a transformational perspective holds promise for students to
develop a deeper understanding of similarity.Because teachers play such an important role in
curriculum selection and implementation,their understanding of similarity and their lesson objectives
when teaching similarity need careful consideration. Gilbert and Coomes(2010) discuss a need for
mathematics teachers to demonstrate a higher and more abstract content knowledge in mathematics.
This entails being able to understand and interpret a wide variety of ways to solve a problem or
explain a topic.The way that teachers present similarity concepts must embrace this need and both
static and transformational perspectives need to be understood. The first purpose of this paper is to
compare the performance of inservice mathematics teachers on a similarity problem that emphasize a
static approach and on a problem that emphasizes a transformational approach. The second purpose
is to compare the types of objectives inservice teachers would likely include in their lesson plans
when teaching similarity.
Background
As early as the mid 1960’s some individuals and groups advocated changes to Euclidean Geometry
including:coordinate approaches, vector approaches, topics with emphasis on logical structure, Non‐
Euclidean Geometries and Transformation Geometry (Olson, 1969). In particular, Olson conducted
one of the first exploratory studies on using transformations in high school geometry.By 1968, there
were still no Geometry text available in the United States in which transformations played a
fundamental role (Usiskin,1972). Over time support for a transformational approach grew with the
publication by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) of the Curriculum and
Evaluation Standards (NCTM, 1989) and the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,
2000)which states that instructional programs prekindergarten through 12th grade should enable all
students to apply transformations to analyze mathematical situations.
More recently the Common Core State Standards (NGA Center and CCSSO 2011) defined what
students should understand and be able to do in their study of mathematics. This set of standards
advocates strongly for a transformational approach to the study of congruence, similarity, and
symmetry. More specifically, it advocates for understanding similarity using physical models or
manipulatives, transparencies, or geometry softwareand to verify experimentally properties of rotations,
reflections, and translations. Further, the CCSS contains 8 standards that refer to transformations.
Below is one of the standards that endorses a transformational perspective.
CCSS.Math.Content.HSG.SRT.A.2
Given two figures, use the definition of similarity in terms of similarity
transformationsto decide if they are similar; explain using similarity transformations the
meaning of similarity for triangles as the equality of all corresponding pairs ofangles and
the proportionality of all corresponding pairsof sides (NGA Center and CCSSO 2011).
Seago, et al. (2013) considers the traditional definition of similar figures as those that have
corresponding sides that are in proportion and corresponding angles are congruent. They associate
this with the static perspective, which emphasizes the mechanical application of proportion. This
perspective is conceptualized in discrete terms as a numeric relationship between two figures.
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This is in contrast to the non‐traditional dynamic definition of similar figures that one figure is similar
to another if the second can be obtained from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections,
translations, and dilations. This definition is associated with the more transformational perspective,
which requires the ability to move a figure to find the correct correspondence. This perspective
focuses on enlarging or reducing figures proportionally to create a class of similar figures. This
perspective would be associated with the use of manipulatives,transparencies, or geometry software to
illustrate the dynamic quality of transformations. Since both the static and the transformational
perspectives can enhance student understanding and ability to analyze mathematical
situations(Seago, et al. 2013), they need to be part of a teacher’scontent knowledge about similarity.
Shulman (1986) suggests that there are three categories of teacher content knowledge: subject matter
content knowledge, pedagogic content knowledge, and curricular knowledge. The two perspectives
on teaching similarity will be looked at through the lens of subject matter content knowledge and
pedagogic content knowledge in this study. Shulman describes the category of pedagogic content
knowledge as
… for the most regularly taught topics in one’s subject area, the most useful forms
ofrepresentationof those ideas, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, examples,
explanations, and demonstrations — in a word, the most useful ways of representing
and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible toothers.
Mathematics teachers must have the subject matter content knowledge necessary to solve similarity
problems. In addition, they need to have the pedagogic content knowledge necessary for selecting the
most useful ways to represent and formulate similarity that makes it comprehensible to their
students. Both the static and transformational perspectives of similarity need to be part of the lessons
showcased to students. Consequentially, teachers need to develop lesson plans with objectives
aligned with both perspectives.
In this study we addresses the following questions:
1) Given a sample of inservice mathematics teachers, how will their performance on a similarity
problem requiring a static approach compare to that of a problem requiring a transformational
approach?
2) Given a sample of inservice mathematics teachers, what types of objectives would teachers include
in their lesson plans when teaching similarity?
Method
Participants
Current mathematics teachers (15) from different public schools in New Jersey were surveyed. Each
had graduated with degrees in secondary mathematics education from the same highly selective 4‐
year undergraduate institution in New Jersey. The institution has a solid reputation of preparing
excellent mathematics teachers. All of the teachers had experience teaching Geometry. The years of
experience varied from 2 year to 23 years.

Instruments
Surveys were piloted with 25 preservice teachers and two experienced mathematics educators. The
surveys were then revised to better answer the research questions. The participants in the study were
asked to voluntarily complete aneight‐question Qualtricsurvey involving geometric similarity. The
survey included seven content questions and one question involving lesson objectives.Serving as
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sources for the conttent question
ns and objecctives were three
t
Geomeetry textbook
kscommonly
y used in
local scchools: Conteemporary Maathematics in
n Context: A Unified Approach
A
(Co
oxford, et all., 2003),
Mathemaatics Applicattions and Concepts (Bailey,, et al., 2006),, and Pacemaaker Geometryy (Bauer, et al., 2003).
The lastt question in
n the survey listed 10 lessson objectiv
ves. Four objeectives comee from the Geometry
G
textbook
ks, three werre based on recommend
dations madee in the Com
mmon Core State Standa
ards and
three were
w
author generated. The survey
y required participantss to list wh
hich objectiv
ves they
wouldm
most likely incllude, would possible
p
inclu
ude, and whicch they wou
uldnot likely in
ncludein theiir lessons
on similarity.Each off these three categories co
ould contain
n from 0 to 100 objectives.
Procedurre
Surveys were distrib
buted using the e‐mail addresses
a
of 45 former seecondary maathematics education
e
majors. This numbeer was reduced becausee some of th
he individuaals responded
d that they were no
longer teaching
t
matthematics. Also
A
contribu
uting to the reduction were
w
e‐mails addresses th
hat were
inactive and some individuals
i
simply did not respond
d to the volu
untary surveey. Participants were
required
d to give an
n answer to each content question and
a
to explaain the work
k behind thee answer.
There was
w no speciified time liimit on the survey, and
d the particiipants were allowed to use any
resourcees at their dissposal.
Results
s
The Quaaltric survey
ys were analy
yzed and th
he similarity problem fro
om the surveey that repreesented a
static peerspective ap
ppears below
w in Figure 1. All 15 teachers showed both
b
correct work and an
nswer for
this prob
blem.
The two
o figures aree similar. If possible, find the value off “x.” Show aall work.

F
Figure
1. Sim
milarity Probleem Representaative of a Stattic Perspectivee.
The sim
milarity prob
blem from th
he survey th
hat represen
nted a transfformational perspective appears
below in
n Figure 2. Of
O the 15 teach
hers surveyeed, 8 indicateed that it wass impossible since there were
w
two
possiblee correspondences and th
hey gave both
h possible an
nswers. Of th
he other teacchers, 5 gavee a single
answer that consideered only on
ne possible correspondeence, and 2 gave a sing
gle answer that also
n setting up a proportion..
containeed an errorin
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The triangles
t
aree similar. If possible, find the area of the
t one on th
he left.Explain
n your reaso
oning.

Figurre 2. Similaritty Problem Reepresentative of
o a Transform
mational Persppective
The last problem on the survey listed
l
10 lessson objectivees and they are
a shown in Table 1 belo
ow. Four
of the ob
bjectives werre taken from
m Geometry textbooks (T
T1, T2, T4, an
nd T6), three objective weere taken
from thee Common Core
C
State Standards
S
(C
CCSS 7, CCS
SS 9, and CC
CSS10) and tthree objectiv
ves were
generateed by the autthors (A3, A55, and A8).
Tab
ble 1.Sample Lesson
L
Objecttives on Similarity

______________________________________________
______________________________
____
T1.
T2.

To find
f
missing measures off similar poly
ygons. (Bailey
y, et al., 20066).
To apply
a
similarr polygons to
o real‐world situations giiven in word
d problems.
(Bailey, et al., 2006).
To use
A3.
u writing to
o illuminate similarity. (a
author generrated).
T4.
To use
u similarity
y statements like AA, SA
AS, and SSS an
nd to determ
mine if polygons
are similar. (Bailey, et
e al., 2006).
A5.
To relate
r
similarrity to previo
ous knowledg
ge of algebraa (e.g. slope).. (author
geneerated).
T6.
To use
u the relationship amon
ng lengths, area
a
and anglles of similarr polygons.
e al., 2003).
(Bauer, et
CCSS 7..
To use
u manipulaatives to illusstrate similarrity.
A8.
To relate
r
similarrity to previo
ous knowledg
ge of topics like
l
ratio and
d proportion
ns.
(author generated).
CCSS 9..
To use
u technolog
gy to introdu
uce similarity
y. (Ex. Geo Sketchpad, Geogebra,etc.)).
CCSS 100.
To use
u similarity
y transformaations to expllain the mean
ning of simillar polygons.
(CCSS.M
Math.Content.HSG.SRT.A
A.2)
_______________________________________________________
___________________________________
___
The teacchers were more
m
likely to
o include the textbook objjectives ratheer than thosee representin
ng the
CCSS. Figure 3.below
w shows the frequency th
hat each objeective was pllaced in the ccategory of most
m likely
p
inclu
ude, and not liikely include in
i lesson pla
ans on similarity.
include, possibly
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Figure 3. Results
R
from Mathematics
M
Teachers’
T
Survveys (n=15).
Conclus
sion
While th
he entire sam
mple of math
hematics teacchers was able to correctlly solve a sim
milarity prob
blem that
required
d a static perrspective, thee same cann
not be said fo
or a similarity problem tthat required
d a more
transform
mational perrspective.Thiis problem asked
a
if it wa
as possible to
o find the areea of the left triangle,
given th
hat the two triangles
t
werre similar. While
W
this tra
ansformation
nal problem required an addition
step of finding
f
area,, this was no
ot the sourcee of teacher difficulty.
d
Th
he correct an
nswer was th
hat it was
not posssible to find the
t area, becaause there were
w
two posssible corresp
pondences.
By rotatting the trian
ngle on the right,
r
anappropriate pro
oportion to fiind the need
ded side is 4/12
4
= 6/x
then x = 18.This ressults in the area being 108
1 square units.
u
However, a corresspondence found
f
by
reflectin
ng the trianglle on the righ
ht yields an appropriate
a
proportion
p
6
6/12
= 4/x then
n x =8. This results
r
in
the areaa being 48 square
s
unitss. The teacheers (8) who correctly so
olved the prroblem weree able to
considerr the possib
bility of two
o different corresponde
c
ences using different traansformation
ns. They
demonstrated the ab
bility to navigate the sim
milarity task which points to their co
onceptualiza
ation of a
transform
mational perrspective as suggested
s
by
y Seago, et all. (2013).
The teacchers that were
w
incorrecct (7) consid
dered only one
o
possiblee correspond
dence and may
m
have
confined
d their conceeptualization
n to a static perspective.T
p
Their subjectt content kno
owledge was limited
as they focused on
n procedurees without connection to meaning
g, understan
nding or ap
pplication
(Leinwaand, et al., 20014). For theseteachers, similarity
s
ma
ay have been
n viewed mo
ore procedurrally as a
numericcal relationsh
hip in which
h you set up
p the singullar proportio
on and the numerical answer
a
is
found. As
A reported
d by Seago, et al. (20133) relying on
o a strictly
y static persspective can
n impede
perform
mance on simiilarity tasks.
Not onlly did somee of the teaachers in thiis sample display
d
a miisstep in subject matterr content
knowled
dge, but also
o in pedagog
gic content kn
nowledge neecessary for selecting
s
thee most usefull ways to
present similarity th
hat might make
m
it com
mprehensible for their students. Theey gravitated
d toward
includin
ng textbook objectives with
w
a statiic perspectiv
ve rather th
han objectiv
ves that promoted a
transform
mational peerspective. For
F example,, 14 out of 15 teachers would mosst likely incclude the
objectivee: To use sim
milarity statem
ments like AA,
A SAS, and SSS and to determine
d
if polygons aree similar.
(Bailey, et al., 2006), but only 3out
3
of 15 would
w
most likely
l
includ
de the objecttive:To use similarity
s
transform
mations to explain
e
the meaning of similar pollygons (CCS
SS.Math.Conttent.HSG.SR
RT.A.2).In
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addition, the three objectives that were categorized most often as not likely to be included were those
that could be used to demonstrate the dynamic quality of transformations involving: manipulatives,
technology, or similarity transformations themselves.
In summary, only a small sample of mathematics teachers were surveyed and even the survey itself
was limited in scope, but there appears to be more of a focus on the static perspective rather than the
transformational perspective held by these teachers.Some of this focus maybe attributable to
familiarity with the textbook objectives selected.Nevertheless, with the continuing alignment of
textbooks with the CCSS, they will have to accommodate objectives that focus on similarity
transformations. Since teachers play such an important role in in curriculum selection and
implementation, they must develop a higher level of pedagogic content knowledge so that they can
understand and interpret a variety of ways to solve problems and explain a topic (Gilbert &Coomes,
2010). Standards documents recommend using similarity transformations and the textbook objectives
that focus on a static perspective remain important.But, teachers must select and implement lesson
plans with objectives that align with both the static and transformational perspectives so that students
can develop a deeper understanding of similarity.
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